
We study DVCS (Deeply Virtual Compton 
Scattering) in sphere 
level and large finite 
‘t Hooft coupling 
 
 
 
 
 
and extract Generalized Parton Distribution 
(GPD), which is non-perturbative parton 
information. 
 
  
                                                          GPD 
 
 
 
 
 
Forward case (PDF) and nonzero t case have 
been studied. (RN, Watari ’11) 
We noticed that PDF/GPD shares qualitative 
properties of the real QCD. 
 
Remaining problem: nonzero skewedness 
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1. Introduction	
•  Use AdS/CFT for high energy hadron 

scattering 
•  Study string scattering on a warped geometry 
•  Develop preceding work, Brower, Polchinski, 

Strassler and Tan [‘06] (BPST pomeron). 

DVCS	

2. Aspects from Field Theory 

OPE can restrict the amplitude 	

ADVCS(x, ⌘, t, q
2) ' C(⌘/x)⌦H(x, ⌘, t, q2)

Kinematical parameters of DVCS	

skewedness	

1 Introduction

• Scattering by means of AdS/CFT

• Parton contribution

• Photon–hadron scattering(DVCS)

• extend to skewedness

• Our goal in this article is to describe the DVCS with skewedness.

• It is di!cult as long as we stay in BPST’s method.

2 Review/What we know so far

2.1 Photon–Hadron Scattering and OPE in Gauge-Theory Lan-

guage

What is DVCS?

DVCS is scattering between (virtual) photon !! and target hadron h which is described by
the schematical picture figure 1. The scattering amplitude of DVCS is given by Compton
tensor T µ! ;

T µ! = i

!
d4xe"iqx!h(p2)|T{J!(x/2)Jµ("x/2)}|h(p1)#, (1)

where Jµ is QED current. qµ is average momentum of photon, and followings are our nota-
tions;
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The Compton tesnor, for scalar target hadron h, is decomposed into five structure
functions V1,2,3,4,5 as

T µ! =V1P [q1]
µ"P [q2]

!
" + V2(p · P [q1])

µ(p · P [q2])
! + V3(q2 · P [q1])

µ(q1 · P [q2])
!

+ V4(p · P [q1])
µ(q1 · P [q2])

! + V5(q2 · P [q1])
µ(p · P [q2])

! (3)
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Figure 1: a cartoon picture showing elastic scattering of DVCS / DDVCS, with momentum
labels on the external lines

in a parity-invariant theory. Here, we introduced a convenient notation

P [q]µ! =

!
!µ! !

qµq!

q2

"
. (4)

Those structure functions, V1,2,3,4,5(x, !, t, q2), should be expressed in terms of Lorentz invari-
ant kinematical variables x, !, t and q2, where our notations are

x =
!q2

2p · q , ! =
!! · q
2p · q , s = W 2 = !(p + q)2, t = !!2, (5)

just as in standard literature in perturbative QCD.

In our set-up, the mass of hadron h is m and m " ", where " is the confinement scale.
The incoming photon is assumed to be hard probe; it is spacelike and its virtuality is much
larger than the confinement scale q2

1 # "2. The parameter t is assumed to be small compared
to the hard scale;

|t| $ q2,W 2. (6)

OPE in gauge theory

The Compton tensor (1) is analyzed by means of OPE of the two QED currents;

i

#
d4xe!iqxT{J!(x/2)Jµ(!x/2)} =

$

N

Cµ!
N "1..."jN

(q")O"1..."jN
N (0; q2). (7)
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Twist-2 operators give dominant contributions	

However, when skewedness is nonzero, operators 
with total derivatives are also twist-2	

Moreover, the anomalous dimension matrix mixes  
among operators with different number of total  
derivatives.	

After diagonalizing of anomalous dimension,  
DVCS amplitude is given as	

H_j is the non-perturbative parton information  
which we want. 

H_j is related to the matrix element of the 
eigen-operators of anomalous dimension.	



3. Gravitational Description 

In the case of zero-skewedness, BPST naively  
covariantized t-channel exchange amplitudes of  
N (excitation number) = j (spin) 
 strings polarized in Minkowski Directions. 
 
 
 
                           AdS 
	

 
 
 
However, corresponding to operator mixing in  
RG flow, the string states may also mixes when  
skewedness is nonzero. 

Our prescription: study in an effective field theory 
on warped spacetime. 
 
1,  We assume there is an action of string field 
theory whose bilinear terms are of the form: 
 
 
 
for each component field A 
(different Fock states are not mixed, and derivative 
terms are simply d’Alembertian) 
as bosonic open string theory in Siegel gauge. 
 
2,  We assume arbitrary local interaction terms. 
 
3,  Covariantize the derivatives into one of AdS_5 
space. 
	

In this set-up, we studied what contributes as 
twist-2 (leading at large q^2). 
 
a), t-channel exchange of what types of 
component fields? 
 
b), What type of interaction? 
 
c), t-channel exchange of what eigenmode of 
Laplacian in AdS? 

Our result 
the twist-2 contributions are given only from  
 
a), N = j, symmetric fields 
 
b), interaction terms of the form 
 
 
(coupling constant is determined in flat limit) 
 
c), transverse and traceless mode in AdS_5 
 
 

 Eigenmodes which has nonzero z component  
 also contribute. 

Thus, the normalization constant is
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5.2 Propagator

Then, we can wirte down twist-2 propagator. We put the bilinear terms in the action as
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where g is some dimensionless constant.
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6 Interactions

6.1 What is relevant interaction terms?

Here we ask what we should consider intecation terms among spin j and symmetric tensor
A and two scalar fields. Actually, almost all interaction terms allowed by Lorentz symmetry
do exist in Siegel gaguge in flat spacetime case, so in warped spacetime case it should be the
same. For twist-2 contribution, however, only the interaction term

cj
(2#")j/2

R5
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d4xdz
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$m1 . . .
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gives nonzero contribution, because the other interactions term contains

gmnAmn..., $mAm..., $2Am... (329)

and first two terms above vanish after the transverse and traceless eigenfunctions are substi-
tuted to A. The last term reduce to (328) after we take on-shell residue. The coe"cient cj
can be determined by means of string field theory in flat spacetime, or by directly comparing
Veneziano amplitude.
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Summary and Discussion 
  We provide a method to calculate H_j in 
gravity dual. 
  So far, analytic form for arbitrary j is very 
complicated. 
 
Our result is consistent: 
1), Our result approaches BPST’s amplitude in 
zero skewedness limit. 
2), Our result has correctly the form which OPE 
predicts. (Eq.(*)) 


